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We will begin sending out a pack of worksheets for the remaining six weeks of this half-term to
supplement some of our online offering.

It’s great to hear that so many of you are liking these sessions – to think how nobody had heard of
Zoom three months ago!

We will now be sharing a weekly Achievement Assembly on a Monday, showcasing and celebrating
some of the fabulous work children are doing, along with any fun activities they’re doing too.

How do you think how home learning offer could be improved (being mindful that teachers are
now back in school during the day with eligible pupils)?
Don’t need to improve they are doing a fantastic job
It’s been brilliant thank you. Like the daily tasks set to help with structure
I think everything what you do for our children in this difficult time is brilliant and good enough!
Keep up the good work.
I don't, I think you just got to make the best out of a bad situation you are all KEYWORKS and doing
an amazing jobs, thank you
I think the work that is being set is fine
I think everyone is doing a brilliant job. Thank you.
I think all teachers are doing a brilliant job! & doing the up most best they can at this uncertain time.
Thank you for all these kind comments! It’s been a challenging time for the staff in school as several
staff have been shielding, whilst the rest have either been running the provision at Little Heaton or
involved with the risk assessments/setting up of Parkfield for phased re-opening. Time has been very
limited with many working during the Easter and May holidays too so it’s nice that our current
efforts are appreciated.
Think stuff uploaded is great, more getting my child motivated as has lots of other things at home he
is enjoying, learning drums, cooking and baking are things we don't normally have as much time to
do.
We fully appreciate how the lockdown has changed the balance of how much academic work
children are doing at home, and the challenges that home schooling brings. We’ve loved seeing
photos being shared on Showbie and Tapestry of children learning new skills and doing fun activities
at home during lockdown and feel that these sorts of things really help children through a difficult
and emotional time. Please keep sending them in and spend your time doing what you feel is best
for your family.
If there are any taught lessons going on at school, maybe kids at home could watch and complete
tasks at home.
Maybe some of the lessons the students in school are getting could be done via zoom for the
children at home too
Current provision in school involves children in bubbles of mixed-year groups, sometimes with staff
unfamiliar with that classroom. No new teaching is happening – children are just accessing copies of
the materials already being provided online to consolidate existing knowledge. We therefore feel
that any videoing of this would be unnecessary.
Work being set is work that she says has historically been done and therefore was becoming very
bored and losing the want to do work with what the school has been issuing out.
Due to the wide range of settings children are currently in, both at home and in school in different
classrooms all mixed up, it would be very challenging to ensure that all children have full access to
any new learning content. When we return to school our focus for all our pupils will be on new
learning and covering objectives that would have been covered this summer term.

Maybe children from home could join in lessons via zoom?
Weekly big maths zooms
Weekly spelling zooms
Spellings done like at school. Maybe thro Zoom with the kids in school. Maybe teacher could read a
story and have a discussion afterwards. Think more interaction even if it's small groups with teacher
or TA would help.
Zoom lessons every week on maths and English
We will now be offering a weekly Zoom Spelling and maths quiz for children to take part in to
hopefully give the sessions more of a focus. Teachers will also be recording a weekly story reading
for children to enjoy.
Work books, printed templates and resources also books based on the summer term topics, reading
books.
We are unable to facilitate the sending home of reading books under the current coronavirus health
and safety restrictions. A reminder though that https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ does contain many
free e-books to read.
I think some guidance is needed as to how much work is expected of each child. There is a vast
amount of tasks to complete and it's not possible to complete them all and it might to better to set
certain work which you expect the child to complete with then optional work to complete if they
wish or if they get bored
All the work set is only suggested and we have tried to offer a range of options so children can do
what they feel they can access best – there is no expectation that children should do everything.
Set worksheets would be a good idea.
Having work sheets to complete would be more beneficial to us than completing online tasks .
For me being sent work sheets and books would of been easier
Please my child needs a work sheets or paper work. Thanks
I think if she had a 'pack' to complete she'd me more inclined to do it.
Any work that I could print out for her would be great.
We need packs of things to complete in addition to all the web based work as we don’t have a
printer.
A pack of worksheets has been created for the last six weeks of this academic year which parents
can collect next week. Children currently in school will be using these same sheets so they have
access to the same content.
Mixture of both online and worksheets.
The majority of our online learning offer is remaining – we’ve had many children doing work on
Mathletics (Y1-6) and LBQ (Y5/6), along with lots of children sharing photos of work they’ve done on
Showbie/Tapestry, for example.

